that associated with sleeping ( Ward et al. 2003).
Night singing of normally diurnal birds, particularly
in urban environments, is a well-established observation (Rawson 1923; Hollom 1966; King 1966;
Mitchell 1967), suggesting that some feature of
urbanization drives the activity. The phenomenon has
usually been attributed anecdotally to nocturnal light
pollution (e.g. Hollom 1966; Stephan 1999; for a
review see Molenaar et al. 2006). Miller (2006)
showed that American robins Turdus migratorius
began their dawn chorus earlier in areas with high
levels of artificial night lighting, although to our
knowledge, no study has measured the effect of urban
noise on nocturnal singing.
Here, we investigate whether birds are more likely
to sing at night in areas that are noisy during the day,
and compare the strength of this effect with that of
nocturnal light pollution, using European robins
Erithacus rubecula as a case study.
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Ambient noise interferes with the propagation of
acoustic signals through the environment from
sender to receiver. Over the past few centuries,
urbanization and the development of busy transport networks have led to dramatic increases in
the levels of ambient noise with which animal
acoustic communications must compete. Here we
show that urban European robins Erithacus
rubecula, highly territorial birds reliant on vocal
communication, reduce acoustic interference by
singing during the night in areas that are noisy
during the day. The effect of ambient light pollution, to which nocturnal singing in urban birds
is frequently attributed, is much weaker than that
of daytime noise.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We selected 121 point locations across Sheffield, England
(53822 0 N, 1820 0 W) that maximized the spread of daytime noise
levels based on measurements within each of the 500!500 m grid
cells across the city (total urban area: 160 km2). Between 12 April
and 16 June (57 and 64 locations in 2005 and 2006, respectively),
each point location was visited twice, once during the day and once
at night. The sequence in which each section of the city was visited
was randomized to minimize non-independence among the data
both spatially and in terms of the time of day or night. Onset and
conclusion of night were defined as 40 min after and before the
time of civil twilight (dusk and dawn), respectively.
Each survey period was of 20 min duration and surveys were
conducted throughout the day and night. The distance from the
point location to every singing robin was estimated with reference
to features of the surrounding urban environment and after
intensive practice in estimating distances in an urban setting. The
number of birds singing and the number of song phrases given by
each individual were noted. Ambient noise was measured at 2 min
intervals throughout the survey period using a Dawe D-1405E
digital sound meter (A-weighted, slow response), overall sound
level being the mean of these 10 values. In no cases did robin song
itself significantly impact upon measured ambient sound levels.
Light levels were measured at 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 min from the
start of the survey period using an Iso-Tech Lux-1337 digital light
meter. Overall light level was expressed as the mean of these five
values, and square-root transformed (SQRT ) for analysis.

Keywords: urbanization; ambient noise;
vocal communication; nocturnal song

1. INTRODUCTION
Across much of the world, urban areas are growing
proportionately faster than any other land cover type
(Meyer & Turner 1992). Such urbanization leads to
dramatic changes in the structure and functioning of
a diverse array of ecosystem components (Marzluff
et al. 2001; Pickett et al. 2001). One important, but
rather poorly studied, impact is the emission of
anthropogenic noise, which has been increasing in
average and peak intensity, even in many previously
intensively developed regions (Berglund & Lindvall
1995). Such noise interferes with the propagation of
animal acoustic signals through the environment,
with potentially wide ranging consequences for those
aspects of the ecologies of species that depend,
proximately or ultimately, on acoustic communication
(Warren et al. 2006). A range of facultative behavioural responses to anthropogenic noise have been
documented, including alterations to the amplitude,
frequency, timing and duration of signals to minimize
acoustic competition (Slabbekoorn & Peet 2003;
Brumm 2004; Foote et al. 2004; Brumm & Slabbekoorn
2005; Brumm 2006; Wood & Yezerinac 2006).
There are strong and predictable diurnal patterns
in the levels of urban noise, most strikingly a
reduction during the night, when human activity
abates. In birds, nocturnal singing by normally
diurnal species may be one way to minimize
interference from ambient urban noise. However,
such a response would be costly, given that singing at
night leads to a large increase in metabolic rate over
Received 7 March 2007
Accepted 2 April 2007

3. RESULTS
Singing robins were heard diurnally at 67 sites (76
individuals, seven sites with two individuals, one site
with three), and nocturnally at 18 of these sites (20
individuals, two sites with two individuals). At one
site, a bird was heard singing at night but not during
the day. Across all sites, ambient noise levels were
significantly lower at night (meanZ49 dB, 95% CIZ
48–51 dB) than during the day (57 dB, 56–58 dB;
tZ12.44, d.f.Z120, p!0.001). Diurnal noise levels
were significantly higher at locations where robins
sang at night than in places where they were heard
singing during the day (so were known to be present),
but not at night (tZ5.7, d.f.Z66, p!0.001;
figure 1a). Singing individuals gave an average of
18.41 song phrases per sampling period during the
day and 24.57 during the night, although the
difference was not significant (tZ0.674, d.f.Z95,
pZ0.502). Thus, for birds that sang, nocturnal singing activity matched that of diurnal singing activity.
At only one site was a bird heard singing at night but
not during the day (this was a location with constant
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Table 1. Results of a full logistic regression model investigating the effects of daytime noise and night-time light
levels on nocturnal singing.
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Figure 1. (a) Comparison of daytime noise levels between
locations where robins sang nocturnally (meanZ62.68 dB,
95% CIZ60.15–65.21 dB) and those where singing
occurred during the day but not at night (52.87, 50.93–
54.81 dB). (b) Night-time light levels at locations where
nocturnal singing robins were detected (2.42, 1.98–2.86
lux) and those where singing activity was detected during
the day but not at night (1.78, 1.4–2.15 lux). (c) Daytime
noise and night-time light levels at 121 locations across
urban Sheffield. Filled circles indicate locations with birds
singing day and night, filled triangle indicates night-singing
only, open circles indicate day-singing only and grey circles
indicate places where no singing activity was detected by
day or night.

traffic noise and an average daytime noise level of
69 dB). This suggests that there was in general a high
probability of detecting a singing bird, if present, even
in the high noise levels prevalent during the day. Noise
was very rarely constant, and over the course of the
20 min survey period, there was usually a number of
lulls allowing detection of singing activity. For example,
a singing robin was detected at a distance of 70 m at a
location with an average noise level of 61 dB. The
occurrence of night-singing birds did not change across
the season, as measured by the number of days since
the start of the survey period (logistic regression:
bZ0.013, Wald statisticZ0.523, pZ0.47), nor through
Biol. Lett. (2007)

Wald statistic

0.127 (0.042)
9.214
K0.016 (0.241) 0.005

p
0.002
0.947

the night, as measured by time to dusk or dawn,
whichever is closer (G-test using four equal time bands:
GadjZ3.7, pZ0.296). Noise levels did not change with
time of day (ANOVA using four equal time bands:
F3,117Z0.682, pZ0.565) or night (F3,117Z0.324,
pZ0.808), reflecting the heterogeneity of noise across
the urban landscape.
We used two different approaches to investigate the
potential biasing effect of high noise levels reducing
the probability of detecting birds that were singing
during the day but not heard at night. First, we
removed all locations with a daytime noise level at or
above 69 dB and repeated the analysis. Diurnal noise
levels remained much higher at locations where robins
sang nocturnally (meanZ62 dB, 95% CIZ59–64 dB)
compared with places where birds were heard singing
during the day but not at night (52, 50–54 dB;
tZ5.7, p!0.001). Second, there was no correlation
between the distance at which singing birds were
detected and ambient noise level (rZK0.189, nZ67,
pZ0.126). We conclude from these two lines of
evidence that there was a high probability of detecting
singing birds in areas of high urban noise, and that
variation in detectability was not driving our results.
We found an elevation in night-time light intensity
at places where birds sang nocturnally (tZ2.3,
d.f.Z47.21, pZ0.026; figure 1b), but night-time light
was not significant in a multiple logistic regression
model including both terms as predictors of the
occurrence of night-time singing ( pZ0.947; table 1).
The two variables were only weakly positively related
(r 2Z0.202). Though nocturnal singing did occur
primarily in strongly illuminated areas, it was limited
to those areas that were also noisy during the day and
was absent in most well-lit places that were relatively
quiet during the day (figure 1c). This is not what
would be predicted if light was the dominant effect.
We therefore conclude that daytime noise had a much
greater effect on nocturnal singing activity than nighttime light levels.

4. DISCUSSION
Mean daytime noise levels were ca 10 dB (i.e. an
order of magnitude) higher in places where birds
continued to sing nocturnally (figure 1a), suggesting
that birds were either (i) singing at night to reduce
total time spent singing against acoustic competition
or (ii) taking advantage of quieter conditions during
the night to give additional signalling. Resolution of
these two mechanisms will require detailed fieldwork
monitoring individual singing activity over time. That
daytime noise was a stronger predictor of nocturnal
singing than night-time light hints at a very different
mechanism driving the phenomenon. If ambient light
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levels drive nocturnal singing, then it can be viewed
as a passive by-product of a physiological response to
the external stimulus, whereas if nocturnal singing
occurs in response to daytime noise, it suggests a
facultative behavioural response. Since light from
point sources will be blocked by physical barriers, it is
possible that average light conditions across the
territory differed from our sampled measurement.
However, several of the night-singing birds were
located in very dark conditions, and there was no
consistent tendency for singing birds to be located
close to light sources.
Robins sing at 2–9 kHz (Hoelzel 1986), and while
urban noise is concentrated at the lower end of this
range, any increase in urban noise will impact directly
on the ability of robin song to propagate through the
environment. Playback of songs of heterospecifics
resulted in short-term adjustments to timing of song
delivery in nightingales Luscinia megarhynchos
(Brumm 2006), and male Eleutherodactylus tree frogs
reduced short-term acoustic interference by calling
within silent or lower intensity intervals between
broadcast synthetic call notes (Zelick & Narins 1982,
1983). Greenfield (1988) documents a shift to nocturnal stridulating in the katydid Neoconocephalus
spiza in the presence of diurnal-stridulating competitors. Our findings show for the first time that birds
can dramatically alter their diel pattern of communication to take advantage of temporal fluctuations in
ambient anthropogenic noise.
Urban noise levels continue to increase, through use
of more powerful sources of noise, greater geographical
spread and mobility of noise sources, and a greater
proportion of the day being exposed (Berglund &
Lindvall 1995). For example, acoustic energy levels in
urban Sheffield doubled in the decade prior to 2001
(Sharp 2002). Our data suggest that such developments
will further increase acoustic interference with animal
communication, with important consequences for
behavioural patterns in urban species.
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